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FIXING FOR NOW, THE IMAGE OF JAZZ 

by Ben Ratliff* 

_________________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in the New York Times on January 7, 2001, and can be read 
there at this link https://www.nytimes.com/2001/01/07/arts/fixing-for-now-the-
image-of-jazz.html] 

here is an essay from 1956 titled ''The Bibulous Aunt,'' found in the jazz critic 
Whitney Balliett's new Collected Works, and its theme statement is this: ''Until 
the past five or so years, jazz has been widely regarded in this country as a kind 

of queer Victorian aunt who laces her tea, belches in public and uses improper 
amounts of rouge.'' 

 

Whitney Balliett: jazz has been widely regarded in this country as a kind of queer 
Victorian aunt who laces her tea… 

Whether you agree with him or not, consider the fact that jazz, at one time, could be 
defined by a single notion. For the last 45 years, jazz has fishtailed all over the place. 
It has been, among other things, working-class beer-joint music; poker-faced avant-
classical composition; cultural rebellion for pre- and post-hippies; an acceptably 
melodious background music for the red-suspender crowd; piercingly electric;  

_________________________________________________________ 
 
*Ben Ratliff is an American journalist, music critic and author. Ratliff is the son of 
an English mother and an American father, growing up in London and in Rockland 
County, New York. From 1996 to 2016, he wrote about pop music and jazz for the 
New York Times. 
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soothingly acoustic. It has also been a manifesto of futurism and of aesthetic retreat; 
solo clarinet and full brassy orchestra; swinging and un-swinging; American and 
Russian; black and white and everything in between. What it is, exactly, will be 
argued forever. 

Ken Burns's 10-part, 19-hour documentary Jazz -- which begins tomorrow night at 9 
on PBS, striking with a heavier thump than any previous document about the music -
- may once again establish a ''generalized'' notion of what jazz is. The film will not 
change what jazz has become, not even a bit. But by the force of its marketing 
campaign (backed by General Motors), and also by the force of its storytelling and 
handling of images, Jazz will fix in the minds of millions of Americans a particular 
set of notions when the word jazz is uttered: a serious and heroic undertaking. An art 
of erotic depth and trigonometric accuracy. An entirely American invention 
mirroring the ideals of democracy. A kind of moral endeavour to make black and 
white worlds intersect in America. A responsible accounting of the shared history of 
the races. A welcoming gesture to all Americans, no matter their cultural 
background. A means of coming into one's own maturity. 

The image of jazz as the bibulous aunt doesn't hold much water anymore in 
American culture, but if Mr Burns's film does its job, that image will be erased. We're 
talking about 40 million viewers if the program is watched as widely as his Civil War 
series was; 200,000 copies of an accompanying book already shipped; 150,000 
orders already taken for a five-CD companion boxed set from Columbia/Verve and 
22 single-disc anthologies of artists featured in the movie. And there's little doubt 
that Jazz will be used as a teaching device in schools, as his Civil War and Baseball 
documentaries are. 
 

 
 
200,000 copies of accompanying book (above) already shipped… 
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Whatever its virtues as a television series, Jazz has not been much liked by jazz 
critics. (A great many of them would like to see the aunt return, in some form; 
anything to loosen jazz up, to make it repeat itself less often, to make it less cowed 
and awed by its own history.) It is a documentary with a grave tone that doesn't try to 
be comprehensive and fumbles in its treatment of the last 40 years of the music. It is 
a great-man-theory movie, settling heavily on a few figures -- Louis Armstrong, Duke 
Ellington, Benny Goodman, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis. 

 

Ken Burns: before he started making this documentary six years ago he had 
''perhaps two'' jazz albums in his ''fairly large music collection”… 

Mr Burns admits, in the introduction to the companion book (Knopf), that before he 
started making this documentary six years ago he had ''perhaps two'' jazz albums in 
his ''fairly large music collection.'' What he does claim to know is American history, 
and he saw to it that jazz's history would become woven into extra-musical events. 
Much of the film follows a middle-of-the-road version of jazz history, but most of its 
quirks are directly attributable to a small number of critics and musicians, including 
Wynton Marsalis, Stanley Crouch, Albert Murray and Gary Giddins, who are used 
extensively as commentators in the film. 

But its major thematic device is effective, and would not come naturally to a music-
focused jazz historian. It is to show what happens when American whites and blacks 
encounter each other, not in the abstract but person to person, and make some sort 
of connection. Mr Burns has said that he regards his three PBS documentaries -- 
Civil War, Baseball and Jazz -- as a trilogy about race in America. And the film 
repeatedly goes out of its way to give us the reactions -- through eyewitness accounts, 
letters, old films -- of young Americans coming to terms with their counterparts of 
other skin tones. 
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We are told, by Mr Marsalis, that minstrelsy was ''the beginning of a long 
relationship between blacks and whites and black entertainment and white 
appropriation of it . . . and this strange dance that we've been doing with each other 
since, really, the beginning of our relationship in America. It's too close; it's too deep 
a story, so you have to degrade the relationship.'' We are told the full story of 
Armstrong's adoption by the Karnofskys, a Jewish family in New Orleans who 
delivered coal to whorehouses, and reminded that he wore a Star of David.  

 

The Morris Karnofsky family pictured in 1917: this Jewish family adopted Louis 
Armstrong… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ A HISTORY OF AMERICA’S MUSIC 

We are made to understand the social fluidity of Ellington and James Reese Europe, 
the premier black society bandleader around the years of World War I -- both of 
whom may have experienced discomfort in their encounters with white patrons but 
never let on. The film treats them as examples: they were great as men, not just as 
musicians. You see the white members of Chicago's Austin High Gang traveling to 
the South Side to see black jazz for the first time.  

 

The Austin High Gang, L-R, Frank Teschemacher, Jimmy McPartland, Richard 
McPartland, Bud Freeman, Arny Freeman… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ A HISTORY OF AMERICA’S 
MUSIC 
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Dave Brubeck tells the story of the first time he met a black person -- a man sitting by 
the side of the Sacramento River who had a brand on his body. 

You see Josephine Baker's great quotation -- ''the white imagination is sure 
something when it comes to blacks'' -- borne out by a letter from Bix Beiderbecke to 
his brother, which buzzes in high teenage naivete about wanting to meet ''real jazz 
niggers.'' And then the circle comes back around, as you hear about Armstrong 
enthusiastically going to hear Beiderbecke play in Chicago, not once but several 
nights in a row. Whenever possible, Mr Burns has black commentators talk about 
white performers, and vice-versa; this may sound trivial, but in the world of jazz 
commentary, which is still dominated by whites, it is a big deal. 
 

 

Josephine Baker: the white imagination is sure something when it comes to blacks… 
PHOTO CREDIT EVE ARNOLD 

Middle-of-the-road Jazz may be much of the time in its selection and depiction of 
individual figures. But it is still quite different from most histories of the music. First 
of all, jazz is presented as part of American history -- not just artistic history, but the 
history of our wars, social programs, taste in clothing, civil laws, migrations, 
economic ups and downs. It sometimes seems that there is more film in the 
documentary containing no jazz musicians than film that does. But non-musical 
moments in Jazz build up to demonstrations of how Americans felt in their bones 
about jazz. 

It is an emotional rendering of the history, many times more so than the most purple 
written text. Ossie Davis, ad-libbing in Episode 8, describes Charlie Parker as ''a 
golden cleaver that could cut to the bone and release forces that we didn't know were 
there . . . his anguish as a black man was folded into his relationship to the 
saxophone.'' And the deaths of the mothers of Ellington and Billie Holiday are 
positioned as key moments in the film, tantamount to their greatest artistic 
breakthroughs. 
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Ossie Davis (above) describes Charlie Parker as ''a golden cleaver that could cut to 
the bone”… 

The film presents a strikingly black version of the story, partly through the narrative 
devices of Mr Burns and his writer, Geoffrey C Ward but more through the casual 
language of some of the commentators. This comes through often, in Mr Davis's 
insight; in Mr Crouch's on-camera assertion that ''negro Americans are not 
predisposed to follow people''; in Gerald Early's statement, rather against the 
stereotype of black jazz musicians as bon vivants, that black people are particularly 
good at capturing the loneliness of the human condition. 

 

Gerald Early: black people are particularly good at capturing the loneliness of the 
human condition… 
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And while the film has the feel of a gentle, omniscient, mainstream work of history, it 
contains one major stance: it is stubbornly Americanist. You would never know that 
jazz exists in other countries; over and over we hear that jazz is an American music 
through and through. For the most part, it is, but the film is silent about Africa, Cuba 
and the French Caribbean. Even though Jazz goes out of its way to chronicle jazz's 
relationship to dancing, when it spends a few minutes on the Charleston, it leaves out 
the evidence suggesting that the dance derives from the Congo. (Part of the problem 
here is the film's rigorous maintenance of the old saw that jazz is ''democracy in 
action'' -- a facile way to understand a music that can also be perfectly autocratic.) 

What makes Jazz different from Mr Burns's previous works is that it is a restoration 
project; it has the undercurrent of a plea. No matter how he tells a story, he valorizes 
its players. There's a particular tone to this. It is in the deep, mellifluous voice of 
Keith David, the film's narrator, making every action of a jazz musician richly 
portentous. (It's like God narrating a slide show.) It is in the out-of-control hyperbole 
that floods the entire film, both in Mr Ward's script and in the contributions of the 
talking-head experts. The great Art Tatum, for example, may call for a special set of 
adjectives, but the script gushes over, saying that ''he had an ear for pitch so uncanny 
he could tell the difference between a penny and a dime dropped on a table by the 
sound it made.'' Well, probably so can you; and Tatum, who was mostly blind, surely 
had sharper hearing than the sighted. 

 

The deep, mellifluous voice of Keith David (above), the film's narrator, makes every 
action of a jazz musician richly portentous… 
 
As for the musician talking heads: jazz musicians, by and large, are a misty, sensitive 
bunch, and sometimes when interviewing them you have to get musician-talk out of 
the way first, talk of vibe and flow and hookups and spirituality. Mr Burns didn't get 
enough of it out of the way. (There are exceptions, like Artie Shaw, a tough, 
unsmiling character with an accurate memory, and Jackie McLean, who talks as if 
he's tired of pieties.) 

Wynton Marsalis, who is listed in the credits as senior creative consultant, is used 
more than any other talking head, as an eyewitness, critic, commentator and theorist. 
He is necessary for what this film is trying to do; very good at describing the early 
days in New Orleans, well-practiced enough in playing the entire range of music to 
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demonstrate things with a trumpet and mimic the cross-play of sections within a 
band. (Translating the mysteries of jazz to a general audience is one of Mr Marsalis's 
greatest gifts: He was also the host of a 26-part 1995 NPR series about jazz, ''Making 
the Music,'' which is now being rebroadcast.) 

 

Senior creative consultant Wynton Marsalis: just a little something to make you 
special and make you sweet… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ A HISTORY OF AMERICA’S MUSIC 

He is handy with large ideas about the nature of art and what jazz means to America. 
Jazz, he says, is like ''real poor people in the country. On a Sunday, people would get 
dressed up and they wouldn't have any money,'' he says, but they did have ''that little 
hat with the flower on it.'' The flower, he says, ''represents a certain thing -- just a 
little something to make you special and make you sweet. That's jazz music.'' 

Mr Marsalis is overly indebted to the writer Albert Murray, and when given a broad 
subject -- like why improvisation is primary in jazz -- he will start talking about 
myth: kingdoms and dragons and castles. That's Mr Murray's trademark, and it's a 
pity that these comments don't come from the older man when he comes onscreen. 
Whether particular ideas originate with Mr Marsalis or not, if you're familiar with the 
outline of his thought, you will start to notice something about Jazz: beyond Mr 
Burns's original visual style and pacing, and his overarching idea of meeting-
between-races, the film is basically Mr Marsalis's. 

 

Mr Marsalis is overly indebted to the writer Albert Murray (pictured above)… 
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Like all jazz historians, Mr Burns has a bilevel story to tell -- day and night, above- 
and below-board. If a piano player could drink a quart of scotch during a recording 
session, or had a heroin habit, or an abusive streak, for American jazz fans such 
behaviour has as much to do with his greatness as does his grasp of harmony or 
rhythm. Jazz musicians feel this double bind; Mr Shaw threw in the towel because of 
it, and it may have driven Beiderbecke and Parker, among others, to early deaths. It's 
too late to change this kind of biography, and Mr Burns knows it; wisely, he plays 
both sides, rubbing high artistic claims up against the seamy stories. Still, he's 
inconsistent: the complex Benny Goodman gets a full-bodied portrait; the 
entrepreneur John Hammond does not. (Hammond's sequences are missing the 
voice of the critic Otis Ferguson, who wrote a sharp, catty essay about Hammond's 
bossiness and snobbery; if included, Ferguson's candor would undercut Hammond's 
simplified role in the film as a race-crossing hero.) 

 

The complex Benny Goodman (above right), gets a full-bodied portrait; the 

entrepreneur John Hammond (left) does not… PHOTO COURTESY BENNY KING OF 

SWING 
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Aside from Mr Burns's techniques -- the slow panning shots across still photos, the 
expert, intelligent use of soundtracking -- he has also found some rare films that 
communicate like crazy. One is of Armstrong singing Dinah to a European audience 
in the 30's. That clip alone, I am guessing, will sell a lot of Armstrong records in the 
coming year. The same might be true for Ellington, who is shown in stunning concert 
clips from the 1940's; for Count Basie, who seems the cool-headed captain of a 
precision crew; and for Dizzy Gillespie, who comes across as the wild, sexy character 
he was in the 1940's. 
 

 
 
Count Basie (above) seems the cool-headed captain of a precision crew; Dizzy 
Gillespie (below) comes across as the wild, sexy character he was in the 1940's…. 
GILLESPIE PHOTO CREDIT WILLIAM LEONARD 
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Mr Burns also seems to have built a reservoir of images of Times Square and poor 
black children, and whenever there is nothing in particular to show, he inserts them. 
The film is slow and grows repetitive, but repetition is part of Mr Burns's technique: 
he is quieting your mind so that you will accept the film's stars as heroes. And 
heroism is easier to portray in slow motion. 

 

Louis Armstrong (above) is treated well: there are extended disquisitions on the 

duality of his show-business professionalism and his soul, his schmaltz and his art… 
PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ A HISTORY OF AMERICA’S MUSIC 

Armstrong is treated well: there are extended disquisitions on the duality of his 

show-business professionalism and his soul, his schmaltz and his art. But with 

Ellington, Mr Burns finally lands in a dead end. Taken as a whole, the Ellington 

material ranks among the film's best; but the last point made by the film is that he 
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was impossible to understand. After hundreds of recordings, thousands of shows, 50 

years of interviews, the finest musical analysis that universities can sponsor, to sum 

up Ellington this way is a bit of a cop-out. It's a literary point, as opposed to an 

aesthetic one, and it isn't much help. 

 

 

Ellington is a test of any thesis-minded jazz historian: he mostly refused to talk 
about race… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 

Ellington is a test of any thesis-minded jazz historian. He is implicated in one of the 
film's richest ironies: after all its specificity about racial matters, we arrive at 
Ellington, who mostly refused to talk about race. (He was this way too about jazz: he 
made wild verbal pirouettes in his reluctance to define it.) But why saddle Ellington 
with unnameability when jazz still doesn't know what to do with the mystery of the 
proto-jazz trumpeter Buddy Bolden? There are no recordings of Bolden, just 
conflicting accounts, one blurry photograph. Yet Mr Burns's film discusses him 
vividly, talking about his musical innovations as if they were there for us to hear. 
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The one blurry photograph that exists of trumpeter Buddy Bolden… PHOTO 
COURTESY JOHN FORDHAM’S THE SOUND OF JAZZ 

The film's extravagant dollops of American history seem to replace an attempt to 
discuss what lies outside the main body of jazz. It's too bad. The porousness of jazz -- 
because it is a musician's art more than a composer's art -- is central to a clear 
understanding of it. I think it was a mistake not to include anything about various 
satellite genres, including western swing, klezmer and rhythm-and-blues; that there's 
little more than a peep of Latin jazz since the 1940's is weird indeed. 

Jazz reaches its high point at the end of the swing era, a period when both the 
commercial and the hardcore swing bands had an awesome sheen and the horrors of 
World War II added a special hunger to America's love for the music. When the war 
ended, jazz became a cult music again, and musicians began to look impassive on the 
bandstand, as if they had nothing to prove beyond their music. Here, suddenly, the 
film begins to run out of steam. There's not the visual grandeur of the big bands, the 
sharp clothes, for Mr Burns to play with; the verbal clichés march onward; someone 
who has read the basic jazz histories can almost anticipate what the script will say 
about Parker, Miles Davis, Paul Desmond and Thelonious Monk. The hyperbole of 
the narrative becomes surreal by Episode 9, when every new figure is garlanded with 
superlatives so fat and rich that they become meaningless. 

 

Dexter Gordon: one of the film's heroes of the last 40 years… PHOTO COURTESY ABC 
JAZZ 
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The film's heroes of the last 40 years are Dexter Gordon -- not so much for his 
influence as a musician as for his archetypal story of a jazzman gone abroad who 
returns home to find a new audience for jazz -- and, of course, Wynton Marsalis. The 
''avant-garde'' is summed up by bits about the Art Ensemble of Chicago, which is 
almost ridiculed by the process of editing, and Cecil Taylor, the only musician in the 
film to be disrespected by one of its talking heads. (The honors are given to Branford 
Marsalis, who seems to have been set up; he was fed a casual remark of Mr Taylor's, 
and his condemnation of it can be mistaken as a condemnation of Mr Taylor in 
general.) 
 

 

Cecil Taylor (above) is the only musician in the film to be disrespected by one of its 
talking heads, Branford Marsalis... PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

Among the events not discussed in the last episode -- I'm sorry to sound like all the 
other critics, but here we go -- are: the musical impact and death of Bill Evans; 
Jimmy Smith and soul-jazz (beyond a sentence); hard bop (beyond a sentence); 
Henry Threadgill; Michael Brecker; any of Ornette Coleman's activities beyond his 
arrival in New York; the influential harmonic approach of Paul Bley; the striking 
popularity of Keith Jarrett; Julius Hemphill, David Murray and the New York ''loft 
jazz'' era; Steve Coleman; the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Big Band and modern large-
ensemble writing; the growth of jazz festivals; and the larger meaning of Jazz at 
Lincoln Center. 

According to Mr Burns, this is what happened in the 1970's: the deaths of Ellington 
and Armstrong, the start of Miles Davis's jazz-rock period and the stateside return of 
Dexter Gordon. When it comes to fusion, the film gets hopelessly square. The script 
talks about the use of ''electronic bass,'' instead of electric, and Mr Early trots out the 
Robert Frost quip about playing tennis without a net. The 1980's and 90's are a quick 
stream of images with no context. Mr Burns has explained, in his defense, that he did 
the same thing with Baseball-- cut short its recent history -- because the present is 
the province of journalists, not historians. 
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I'd suggest that jazz is different from baseball because the game keeps changing. If 
you are 12 years old and see clips of Ted Williams, you will persuade your parents to 
buy tickets to a baseball game, and you will be satisfied: baseball, now, is sufficiently 
similar to what it was then. If you are 12 and see film clips of Duke Ellington, you will 
persuade your parents to buy a Duke Ellington record. What will the film do for the 
sake of live jazz, other than Mr Marsalis and the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra? Not 
much, beside suggesting that the last 40 years has been uneventful. Sorry, kid. 

 

What will the film do for the sake of live jazz, other than Mr Marsalis and the 
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra (pictured above)?... 

Viewers, remember: it is a film about jazz, not the film about jazz. It is special and 
memorable and at times exciting. But the greatest service it could provide for the 
world would be to initiate other films about jazz that might be more educational 
about music, less isolationist and long-winded. 

And, Lord, give me no more gumbo metaphors. 


